
APARTMENT WITH
PANORAMIC VIEW
VIA SISTINA | ROMA



VIA SISTINA | ROMA

180 smq

Fifth floor out of five

2 bedrooms

3 bathrooms

Description

 

 

 

 

This prestigious apartment with panoramic view, is located in an elegant period building with lift. The apartment has been renovated using

high quality materials and modern architectural solutions, making this property welcoming and classy. The apartment consists of a large living

room embellished with a splendid boiserie and a breathtaking view of Piazza Venezia, the Quirinale and San Pietro, a balcony and a guest

bathroom.

 

The living area leads to a large dining room with a balcony with an open view on the obelisk of Santa Maria Maggiore and on Trinità de 'Monti.

The sleeping area consists of two bedrooms: the master bedroom features an en-suite bathroom with hammam and walk-in closet; the second

double bedroom also comes with its own bathroom and walk-in closet. The bathrooms are all furnished and equipped, all of excellent

workmanship and great design. The kitchen is modern, fully furnished and equipped, with appliances where elegance and design combine

with functionality. Further amenities are the floor heating and air conditioning, the alarm system and shatterproof glasses and a dust

collection system. The property includes a cellar located in the basement.

Via Sistina,
ROMA
Price: € 1.850.000
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Referente

Luiz de Teffé

Real Estate Manager & Advisor

Tel. +39 3703718986

l.deteffe@maggiproperties.it

 

MILANO - Via Paolo da Cannobio, 9

Tel. +39 02 62087696  

PIACENZA - Via Campagna, 49

Tel. +39 0523 498114

   info@maggiproperties.it
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